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Training for the Upcoming Week
July 14th-18th, 2021

FIS and 4-5 Day Programs
(Chris, Hailey, and David)
*Weather Dependant*
-Friday, Saturday, Sunday SL and GS gate training on
J Doles
- Ensure both SL and GS equipment is tuned and available for
training each day

Weekend/ Holiday Programs
(Mike)
- Continuation of training themes from last week, be prepared for
SL and GS training.

Sunday Programs
(Eliza, Sam, and Nick)
-Foundational training and skill development/drills
Be prepared with tuned equipment

DAY OFF: THURSDAY, JULY 15
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The Seasons Goal

Athletes have been, and will continue to work towards skiing principles exemplified by the above
diagram. This diagram represents a coordinated approach from all Team Hutt coaching staff towards
development for all Team Hutt athletes.  Here are some definitions and explanations so that parents
can see what we are working towards on the snow, and athletes can have a refresher!
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1. Centred Middle Position (CMP):

CMP refers to where each athlete should strive to
return to at the beginning of each turn sequence.
CMP is characterised by flat skis, centred balance
over the ski, and proportional bend in the hips,
knees, and ankles. This may also be referred to as
“ready” or  “athletic” stance

2. Start Steering Skis:

Start steering skis is denoting the portion of the
turn where the skis begin to align with the fall
line and prepare for the edge angle to increase.
This is the initiation/start of the turning effort
from the lower body.

3. Noise- Knees and Ankles

This portion of the turn is where edge angle is the highest,
and the ski is closest aligned with the fall line. This portion
of the turn should always be BEFORE you pass the gate, or
else your line will become too straight and will look like the
second turn diagram.

4. Finish Centre

Finish centre is the completion of the turn, you should be
At finish centre as you come around the gate (see above
diagram). Your ski angle should decrease, and you should
be preparing to move back to centre middle position to
maintain your line around the next gate.

Thank you all for the stellar start to the school holidays!
Please take note of the email regarding the interfield race on

July 17th, for those not competing training will be offered.
See you all soon!


